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URGENT NOTICE PASC UK OFFICE CLOSED UNTIL 1430 THURSDAY 5 NOVEMBER
We are closing the office for a much-needed break from Friday 30 October at 1600 to Thursday 5th
November at 1430. We have cover to post up urgent updates and changes whilst away. This will as
usual be done on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/pascukltd

WEEKLY NEWSLETTER GUIDELINES
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PASC UK makes the weekly COVID-19 newsletter freely available to anyone in British self-catering. This
newsletter now goes out to over 70,000 businesses and this week we passed 100,750 downloads of the
Protocols. This is a massive increase in circulation and PASC UK has very limited staff resources. The
following guidelines will therefore need to apply.
•
•
•
•

Paid members will receive telephone support
Paid members will receive priority email support
Guest newsletter subscriptions will receive email support where possible, subjects that are
commonly asked will be answered in the weekly newsletter
Anyone passing on information taken from this newsletter must credit PASC UK with a link to
the website www.pascuk.co.uk

We have dealt with over 51,750 emails, and thousands of calls during the crisis and we thank you all for
your patience during these unprecedented times. It still remains the case that the vast majority of
emails and calls relate to the information provided in the newsletters, so please read the newsletter,
and check the links out before calling and emailing. We are really stretched as this crisis continues.

PASC UK SOCIAL MEDIA
Please follow PASC on Twitter @PascUK
Please on Facebook @pascukltd
It is really important to follow PASC UK on Facebook and Twitter. This is not a vanity project, this is the
quickest way to get news to you during the week, which is then consolidated in the newsletter that is
written on Friday.
Even after eight months of this terrible crisis new developments are happening daily, and sometimes
hourly as happened yesterday.
It is also true to say that, the more of you that do, then the more effective we can be. Please it only
takes a second, and if everyone who received this free newsletter did so, we would have 50,000
followers and a much louder voice. Thanks.

COMMENTARY
Another week of further restrictions and more areas coming under Tier 2 and 3 in England almost daily,
Lockdown in Wales and an utter shambles of a Multi-Level System in Scotland. I don’t really think many
small businesses, or the general public have any chance of comprehending such a complex rule book.
The almost inevitable consequence of all this is the depressing prospect of another full Lockdown.
Residents in Tier 3 areas that cannot go out to dinner, just pop out to the adjacent Tier 1, which kind of
defeats the exercise. We all know guests are trying to book larger groups, especially if we have
adjacent properties, with the promise that they won’t mix… honest.
Full lockdown seems to be the favoured approach by other European Governments and when these
are announced support packages are also announced quickly. We are still waiting details of the support
that we are being offered, the devil is always in the detail.
All of us should start to make basic preparations and plans for this, and see where costs can be
reduced, think about switching off Facebook and Google ads, if you are unable to let properties, put
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them into lower cost sleep mode, but do not forget to check them regularly. This is an insurance
requirement. If you were able to let to Key Workers before, reactivate your contacts.
We will continue to press for support for our sector, particularly where support has been lacking
before. Examples of this would be the FHL criteria, (more below) meaning that the majority of you that
read this newsletter cannot claim support under the Self-Employed Income Support Scheme (SEISS)
because of the bizarre reason that we earn our money from property. Another example is the support
criteria in Wales, where many are penalised because they don’t earn over 50% of their income from
self-catering. This is a typical blanket rule that ignores genuine diversifications of businesses, so long
encouraged by governments to maintain the sustainability of rural areas. Larger properties may not
officially be closed, but the impact of the regulations means that most are not able to trade. We are
making these points on our regular calls to Government and are supported on this by both UK
Hospitality and the Tourism Alliance.
We will run more Webinars; these are proving increasingly popular and the note below will tell you
what we are planning and asking you for feedback on what you want to hear about on them.
During the last one there were many requests to repeat the information about ACT, their photos and
virtual tours and the HJR Tax service that has provided some of you with welcome tax refunds, so I
have put their information back in again this week.
We wish you all the very best during these hugely challenging times.

UPDATE ON BANK, UTILITY PROVIDERS, CREDIT CARD PROVIDERS, CHARGEBACKS AND
OTA’S NOT PROVIDING POSTOCODES
PLEASE KEEP FEEDING BACK ON ALL THESE SUBJECTS, WE NEED EVIDENCE
Please do send in any information you have on any of the activities below so that we can lobby
Government on these activities. We have already received a reasonable amount of information on
each of the three headings, but a continuing stream of evidence is required to try and get these critical
issues addressed. Send any information on any of these to chair@pascuk.co.uk. Personal information
will be redacted.
OTA’s not providing Postcodes:
We are gathering evidence on platforms like AirBnB and Booking.Com not providing Postcode or
Address information to owners. If you can supply us with any supporting evidence this would be really
helpful. Conversations with DCMS this week were not very helpful, their suggestion was to just ask the
platform to give them to you L
With all the different Tier levels and lockdowns, we think that platforms should have a duty of care to
their owners to supply this. Good old Sykes are another that are not giving Postcodes.
Banks:
Please let us know if your Banks are reviewing the loans, overdrafts and any other arrangements made
around six months ago for self-catering businesses. Some appear to be being fairly aggressive. Would
readers please let us know, in confidence, if this is happening to them.
Utility Providers:
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We are getting an increasing number of reports that Utility Providers are refusing to quote for
Hospitality Businesses. The most commonly quoted is EON who have a list of 200 sectors are classed as
“risky” and they will not quote.
Credit Card Providers:
Ditto above, many reports of credit card suppliers refusing to quote for our sector, putting businesses
on notice of withdrawal of service (WorldPay) or asking for owners personal guarantees to retain being
able to continue to take credit cards.
Chargebacks:
We are planning to write a report on Chargebacks for next week’s newsletter as these are becoming
increasingly common and we have had some Members even have fraudulent transactions, mainly due
to very late bookings. Any experience in this that will help us form the report and inform others so
please send in your experience.
Evidence is being gathered on all three of the above to report to Treasury to try and stop this before it
gets out of hand. Send emails to chair@pascuk.co.uk

MORE SELF-CATERING WEBINARS
Firstly, thanks to those that joined us earlier this week for the ‘Turning Lookers into Bookers” Webinar.
Many of you have asked if a recording and the slides are available. They are posted here:
•
•

YouTube link: https://youtu.be/Ju0AOBg2qD0
Slide deck combined: http://tiny.cc/wa51tz

These free Webinars are proving extremely popular and we will be running a range of these as we head
towards Christmas. There are some suggestions below the launch of the next Webinar
The next free Webinar is focussed on the those that have larger properties and face even greater
challenges.
Big Properties, White Elephant or opportunity?
Thursday 19th November 2020 from 1030 -1200
Link to register….
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_T7Vl7Q97T6CIq6Sxp_N0tA
This webinar is dedicated to trying help find revenue streams for larger properties during the current Covid
Restrictions. Larger properties have been the worst affected with revenue severely reduced. This webinar will
highlight a wide range of examples of what others are doing to try and trade through this crisis, and there will be
plenty of time for questions at the end.
Compere…
Alistair Handyside, Chair PASC UK.
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Panellists….
Robert Kennedy, Director, SuperControl
Sarah Wiles, Owner, Samphire Escapes
Jess Vellacott, Director, Sleeps 12
Alistair Handyside, Owner, Higher Wiscombe
Sponsors….
SuperControl and PASC UK
We asked for suggestions for future Webinars during the ‘Lookers into Bookers’ session. These are the leading
contenders, if you have other suggestions or support any particular one of these, drop an email to
chair@pascuk.co.uk
•
•
•

•
•

Beyond Pricing, what is it? How does it work? How much does it cost?....
More marketing specifics, how to do a Facebook likes campaign, how to create an advert on Facebook….
An interesting one should we keep sliding into further lockdowns….. It could assemble as ‘Things to
usefully do’ as suggestions were as diverse as, set up My Stay Planner/Touchstay. See if you’re owed any
tax from HJR, Check Business Rates, Grant Checker, benefits of a virtual tour from ACT, platforms
offering deals…
Lots asking for a Webinar on transitioning from large impersonal agents to either direct or smaller
agents with better service…..
Finally, several requests for a freeform Q&A with a slightly bigger panel….

Let us know your favourites and we’ll go with the ones you want.

HOST VIRTUAL SHOW

This Virtual Show is the largest event this year for the Short-Term Letting sector, (that’s us) and will be
held over 2 days on 4 and 5 November. It’s all online and it’s free.
There are over 150 speakers and you can choose which presentations and discussions that you wish to
join. There will be something for everyone who reads this newsletter.
The Webinar above will discuss the following points. These are the questions that I will be asking the
panel.
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•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Consumer confidence, how are you finding it, and what are you doing to encourage safe
bookings?
Given how easy it is to set up a pop-up business and market through an OTA platform – Is this
an advantage or a disadvantage to you and what challenges do you experience within the
serviced apartment industry?
Legitimacy, safety and transparency appear to be buzz words we hear banded about
extensively. How does your industry promote the need for safety, security and risk?
Big brand standards have for many years provided guests with safety and confidence. How has
the pandemic affected that, and do you think alternative accommodation will ever provide the
same level of confidence?
Post Covid customers WILL be behave differently…. Tell me about Covid security, cancellation
policies, are these leading questions on bookings?
What are the biggest challenges to your part of the sector faced with the increasing amount of
Government restriction?
What has been the impact on insurance, both host and guest?
How are various components of the short-term sector tried to deal with Covid compliance, and
then I can take it to wider compliance?
Would you support wider regulation of the sector?
What is your top tip for 2021 for viewers of this webinar?

Register here:
https://www.terrapinn.com/template/live/landing/a0A4G00001WqErUUAV/10309?utm_source=exh&
utm_medium=landing-page

INSURANCE COVER AND VERY HIGH-LEVEL ALERT BOOKINGS
We are re-posting this section as it has been one of the key questions this week. This has now had
extensive coverage in the media, and we have pressed insurers for further clarification, and at the last
minute got some.
We received this helpful note from RSA Gallagher’s this morning, just as we were pressing the ‘save’
button on the newsletter. It’s much, much better, and gives us a fair chance of maintaining cover. It
also shows the clear benefit of getting these kind of issues onto the media. We are grateful to
Gallagher’s for getting this clarification from the RSA. This gives anyone wishing to check with their
insurers a decent benchmark to ask for. My red bits for the speed readers.
FROM RSA GALLAGHERS
We were concerned following the Spotlight report on BBC One’s South West news last week that potentially any
policy coverage could be denied if there was a guest from a Tier 3. As you are aware, we immediately contacted
RSA seeking clarification. It has now provided clarity on guest acceptance from Tier 3 and provided the
policyholder has made reasonable enquiries and does not knowingly accept a Tier 3 guest the policy will
respond. See suggested question set below.
If a policyholder knowingly accepts a guest from a Tier 3 area then RSA under the terms of the policy may look to
avoid certain aspects of cover, the most obvious being Public Liability and Business Interruption.
We have received confirmation from RSA that an independent material damage loss for example Storm even if a
Tier 3 guest is on site would be treated as an independent loss.
In terms of what RSA would expect policyholders to ask potential guests it would be:
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•
•
•
•

Where are they travelling from?
What tier is their area in?
Are they travelling for business or other purposes whereby they believe they are exempt from any
restrictions?
Do they or anyone in their immediate family or bubble have symptoms of Covid-19 now or have they
had them within the last 14 days?

RSA Clarity Communication
“Owners of commercial premises (including holiday lets, guesthouses, bars, restaurants, etc.) should take all
reasonable precautions that they do not knowingly accept customers who are not meant to travel to that
location.
Accepting a booking from someone known to come from a restricted-travel area, who then brings Covid-19 to
your premises, might restrict your ability to make a claim against some aspects of your insurance cover. For
example, if you knowingly accepted a booking from a person from a Tier 3 location, who should not be travelling
outside that place for leisure purposes, and that led to the closure of your premises because of an outbreak of
Covid-19 originating from that person, then it is unlikely that your policy would respond.
This is consistent not only with regional government advice but also other insurers, and the fundamental aspect
of this is whether a policyholder accepted a booking from someone knowing that person or people were coming
from an area with travel restrictions. This is not the same as a policyholder inadvertently accepting a booking
from someone with Covid-19.
There are exemptions to the UK’s regional rules, and these include things like needing to travel for business, or
for some specific childcare requirements – among others.
Hopefully this provides some clarity around how we will handle claims, but please do speak to your regular
contact at RSA if you have further concerns.”

LOCAL RESTRICTIONS SUPPORT GRANTS
The Government has announced that it is currently revising the eligibility criteria for the new Local
Restrictions Support Grants which will be available to businesses in areas with High and Very High
COVID alert level areas and that the new guidance will be published next week.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-if-youre-eligible-for-the-coronavirus-local-restrictions-supportgrant
With the announcement of the revised Job Support Scheme and the additional cash grants of up to £2,100 per
month for businesses in the hospitality, accommodation and leisure sector who may be adversely impacted by
the restrictions in high-alert level areas, DCMS have been asked to ensure that these grants are available to all
components of the tourism industry.

WALES LOCKDOWN BUSINESS FUNDS OPENS
Wales’ Lockdown Business Fund has opened for applications. The purpose of the fund is to support
businesses with cash flow support to help them survive the economic consequences of the restrictions
put in place. There are two grants:
o
o

Lockdown Non-Domestic Rate Grant
Lockdown Discretionary Grant
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To receive either of these grants, businesses will need to register and or make an application for the
discretionary element through their local authority.
Applications will close at 5pm on 20 November 2020 or when the fund is fully committed = meaning
that applications will be dealt with on a first come first served basis.
https://businesswales.gov.wales/coronavirus-advice/lockdown-business-fund
ERF Phase 3 open
The ERF Phase 3 Business Development Grant opened for applications this week (anticipated date
Wednesday, 28). Use the Eligibility Checker to review the criteria prior to its opening.

ADDITIONAL LOCKDOWNS IN ENGLAND SINCE LAST WEEK
Many more areas have been put into HIGH LEVEL and VERY HIGH LEVEL this week. Keeping tabs on all
this is getting increasingly difficult for business and the disruption and costs to businesses affected
grow daily. Nottingham was announced at 5pm and came onto effect 7 hours later.
Here’s the Gov.uk page that shows updates as this is changing all the time.
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/local-covid-alert-level-update-areas-moving-to-high
Moving into Tier 3 (VERY HIGH ALERT)
The following areas will move to Tier 3 (VERY HIGH ALERT) from Friday 00.01 30 October
•

Nottingham, including the 8 districts of Ashfield, Bassetlaw, Broxtowe, Gedling, Mansfield,
Newark and Sherwood, Nottingham and Rushcliffe

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/local-covid-alert-level-very-high-nottinghamshire
•

West Yorkshire from Monday 3rd November, details still to emerge.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-54741041
•

Not forgetting that Warrington went into Tier 3 Midnight on the 26 October.

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/local-covid-alert-level-update-for-warrington
Moving into Tier 2 (HIGH ALERT)
The following areas will move to Tier 2 (High Alert) from Saturday 1 November, details still to emerge:
•
•
•
•
•

Yorkshire and the Humber: East Riding of Yorkshire, Kingston-Upon-Hull, North and North East
Lincolnshire.
West Midlands: Dudley, Staffordshire, Telford and the Wrekin.
East Midlands: Amber Valley, Bolsover, Derbyshire Dales, Derby City, South Derbyshire, the
whole of High Peak, Charnwood.
East of England: Luton
South East: Oxford
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-54738852

RULES IN EACH TIER AREA
Local Covid Alert level, Tier 3, VERY HIGH ALERT. (PASC UK RED HIGHLIGHTS)
This is for areas with a very high level of infections and where tighter restrictions are in place. The
restrictions placed on areas with a very high level of infections can vary and are based on discussions
between central and local government. You should therefore check the specific rules in your area.
Full details here:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/full-list-of-local-covid-alert-levels-by-area#local-covid-alert-level-veryhigh
At a minimum, this means:
•

you must not socialise with anybody you do not live with or have formed a support bubble with, in
any indoor setting or in any private garden or at most outdoor hospitality venues and ticketed
events

•

you must not socialise in a group of more than 6 in an outdoor public space such as a park or beach,
the countryside, a public garden or a sports venue

•

pubs and bars must close; they can only remain open where they operate as if they were a
restaurant, which means serving substantial meals, like a main lunchtime or evening meal, and they
may only serve alcohol as part of such a meal

•

schools, colleges and universities remain open

•

places of worship remain open, but household mixing is not permitted

•

weddings and funerals can go ahead with restrictions on the number of attendees; however,
wedding receptions are not allowed
exercise classes and organised sport can continue to take place outdoors; these will only be
permitted indoors if it is possible for people to avoid mixing with people they do not live with or
share a support bubble with; there are exceptions for supervised activities for under-18s, and
disability sport
you should try to avoid travelling outside the very high alert level area you are in or entering a very
high alert level area, other than for things like work, education or youth services, to meet caring
responsibilities or if you are travelling through as part of a longer journey

•

•

•

you should avoid staying overnight in another part of the UK if you are resident in a very high alert
level area, or avoid staying overnight in a very high alert level area if you are resident elsewhere

Local Covid Alert level, Tier 2, HIGH ALERT. (PASC UK RED HIGHLIGHTS)
•
•
•

people must not meet with anybody outside their household or support bubble in any indoor
setting, whether at home or in a public place
people must not meet in a group of more than 6 outside, including in a garden or other space
people should aim to reduce the number of journeys they make where possible; if they need to
travel, they should walk or cycle where possible, or plan ahead and avoid busy times and routes
on public transport

The list of Covid Alert areas in England has been updated to take into account some of the above
announcements and is likely to be fully updated by close of play today.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/full-list-of-local-covid-alert-levels-by-area

WALES IN TOTAL LOCKDOWN
Wales remains in complete lockdown, which has been devasting to Members there. It’s not called a
lockdown; it’s called a fire-break. The fire-break started at 6pm on Friday 23 October and end on
Monday 9 November. It will apply to everyone living in Wales and will replace the local restrictions
which were in force in some parts of the country. This is law.

SCOTLAND UPDATE
The Scotland Multi-Tier system will come into effect on Monday 2nd November. The FAQ’s on what this
means to those are affected is not expected until early this evening.
It will be posted on the PASC UK Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/pascukltd as soon as it is
made available. The current information from the Scottish Government is so awful, it will be
nominated for an award in the PASC UK awards L
Please also keep your eyes peeled on the ASSC (Association of Scotland’s Self-Caterers) website, as
they will be publishing update on this as they become available.
https://www.assc.co.uk/blog/

SOME GOOD NEWS IN SCOTLAND
Our brilliant colleagues at the ASSC (Association of Scotland’s Self-Caterers) have been recognised in
the Top 100 Women in Tourism Awards.
Our congratulations go to Fiona Campbell, Melanie Allen and Eleanor McBain. Richly deserved JJ
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FURNISHED HOLIDAY LETTINGS RULES STOPPING CLAIMS FOR SELF-EMPLOYED
SUPPORT
Extensive lobbying continues at the highest levels in HMG to try and get owners who are paid through
FHL rules to be allowed to claim support under the extended Self-Employed Income Support Scheme
(SEISS) set up by HMG. We have been supported here by the Tourism Alliance and other groups, to try
and get this changed. Currently HMRC are Refusing to include FHL payments under SEISS.
Explanation:
HMRC rules that say that those paid under FHL cannot claim financial support through the SelfEmployed Support offered by HMG. We believe that this applies to 80% of you reading this newsletter.
If confused, check with your accountant, you are likely to discover that your self-catering income
comes under the pages "Property - FHL" and NOT under "Income from Self-Employment". This means
you currently will NOT qualify for the 80% up to £2500 assistance that’s available.
We have provided full details of this to HMG and the impacts and will keep chasing.

PROVING GUEST ADDRESSES
Lots of questions on this. To comply with the law, and possibly our insurance, we do need to check
where our guests are coming from and their group configuration.
There is a balance to strike here. We are not the Secret Police. We are hospitality businesses and our
focus is to ensure that the guest has a great and safe time with us.
So, what’s the balance? To prove due diligence, it’s worth having an email trail, asking the guests about
their party, and gently explaining the rules in your area. Also making what are called contemporaneous
notes, these are scribbled notes in a notebook, for example, ‘spoke to Mrs Smith, coming 30 Oct in
Hazel Barn, confirmed they were all one household’. Checking bookings against the Postcode checkers
that show which areas are in what Tier and making a note of that too.
Keeping that up to date should show the required due diligence.
The second question most common question is what if the guests use a false address, so that for
example they can come out of Tier 3 area as say two couples? There really is little that you can do
about this. The booker is probably breaking several laws, and we would think it highly unlikely that any
of us would be held in any way responsible under such circumstances.

INSURERS STILL DEDUCTING GOVERNMENT GRANTS FROM INSURANCE PAYOUTS
Despite the success of the PASC UK funded #justpayit campaign, some insurers are still deducting
grants, despite the Treasury saying that they will take ‘further action’ against those that are doing this.
Many have confirmed to Treasury that they will desist. Others look like they are complying, however
we await official confirmation. Others look like they will be complying, however we await official
confirmation of this. Here’s the list that have confirmed that they will desist.
Aviva, Zurich, RSA, Allianz, Hiscox, Axa, Direct Line Group, Covea, Ageas, QBE, Ecclesiastical and Axa
XL.
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However, some key players, the most notable being NFU Mutual are STILL deducting Grants. This has
to stop and insurers that have agreed not to, must also contact any policyholders that they had
previously deducted a grant, and return it forthwith and those insurers that told policyholders
We are therefore going to have to have another campaign. We have got the Press Release and letter to
Treasury ready, plus a letter for you to all send in. We will publish these next Friday. The delay is simply
because I will be away for a few days and there will be inevitable questions from the media, and they
will want information quickly. From Friday next week we will be back and able to do this.
These PR campaigns are not cheap and are paid for from Membership funds.

THIRD PARTY SERVICES PROVIDED AT HOLIDAY LETS: THE INSURANCE RISK
We are just putting the finishing touches to a paper covering the additional risks of having third parties
on site at our properties. This is everything from a baby-sitter to a bouncy castle. This is following on
from the advice given some months ago about having Chefs come on site, and this will be updated as
part of this paper. This will be available next week.

ACT STUDIOS AND VIRTUAL TOURS

You’ll constantly read us saying that we all need to have the best photos that we can possibly have.
Here is one of the solutions that we are using in our own business.
In 2016 we commissioned ACT Studios to deliver their 3D walk-through tours of our properties. ACT
were amongst the first to invest in a photography system called Matterport which enables the
production of high definition walk-through tours of properties using special equipment. Over the years
I had looked at many 360 virtual tour solutions previously and found them cumbersome. The quality of
ACT’s tours stood out and impressed.
We wanted to show our prospective guests exactly what our properties (Higher Wiscombe) look like
and to be able to take them on a tour of the cottages.
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ACT came and worked with us to prepare the photo shoot and a few days later the finished tours were
emailed to me. It was very straightforward to place them on our website, so anyone viewing online can
fully explore each property and even take in the views.
They help answer many of the questions people always asked us and they have floor plan layouts in
there too. ACT also gave me professional photographs of each room which we use on the website and
social media.
We recently asked ACT back to re-shoot one of my properties after a major refurbishment.
They are a small creative team covering the whole UK working purely for owners of self-catering
properties and make their work affordable. You can also find a very handy guide describing how best
set up a holiday home for a photoshoot to download on their website.
ACT have kindly agreed a special discount of 10% to help PASC members for any bookings for any of
their marketing services made in 2020. Link here for deal: https://www.act-studios.com/photographyoffers/offer-pasc/
You can see the virtual tours here …. https://www.higherwiscombe.com/virtual-tours/

HJR TAX. FIND OUT IF YOU ARE ENTITLED TO TAX RELIEF

Over 80% of UK self-catering businesses are eligible for substantial tax relief savings!
Self-catering business property owners are entitled to an average £25,000 in tax savings and cash
rebates and don’t even know it!
PASC are delighted to announce a new partnership with HJR Tax, a Capital Allowances Specialist who
unlock hidden tax relief in properties that accountants cannot.
HJR Tax claim on the embedded fixtures that were in your property when you purchased it, even if
purchased a long time ago and the original items have since been repaired or replaced.
Embedded fixtures are key apparatus such lighting, heating, plumbing etc basically anything that
wouldn’t fall out if you tipped your property upside down and shook it!
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To be eligible you must own your business property and be paying tax in the UK.
If you do meet these two criteria, HJR will offer you a no obligation estimate of the tax savings and
refund you may be entitled to.
So, if you own a Self-Catering business you could be eligible or a property used for business purposes,
get in touch today and make something good come out of 2020! Your claim could be completed in as
little as 4 weeks!
For more information, speak to our capital allowances specialist Paul Blackburn:
T: 07940 761788
E: pb@hjrtax.co.uk
Reviews: https://uk.trustpilot.com/review/hjrtax.co.uk
Case Studies: http://www.hjrtax.co.uk/case-studies/

ONLINE TOOL FOR FINDING GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
The online tool for finding out what support is available for your businesses has been updated to
reflect recent changes:
https://www.gov.uk/business-coronavirus-support-finder

UPDATED PASC UK MEMBERS LOGO

We have had some feedback that the logo does not actually say ‘Professional Association of SelfCaterers’ on it. Good point. We have had it modified and it is now available. Please only display if you
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are a fully paid up Member. You can get a copy by sending an email to admin@pascuk.co.uk

Thanks.

PASC UK AWARDS
There will be a further delay in finalising these. Haven’t had any time to look at this this week. Further
nominations welcome. To chair@pascuk.co.uk

SUPPORT LOBBYING BY JOINING PASC UK
There is a huge amount of work and lobbying to do to help support you all in the self-catering sector.
We haven’t directly asked before, however if we are to fight on so many fronts, we simply need more
funds. There are thousands of you that have had the benefit of this newsletter and the lobbying done
on behalf of the sector.
We are now asking that as many of you as possible join PASC UK.
The fight is on so many fronts, and we get much better results when we engage proper legal advice,
proper PR firms to assist with campaigns such as the #justpayit (which we will shortly need to run
again, more on that later) and Memberships to other organisations that provide common lobbying,
information feeds and support.
Membership fees are as follows: All per annum.
•
•
•
•

Single cottage £70
2 – 4 Units £125
5 – 10 Units £200
11 + Units £300

For companies like cleaning firms, or industry support companies, Associate Membership is £200.
Members get telephone support and priority email support.
You can join here, simple form, takes 2 mins, and we’ll send an invoice, payable by BACS.
https://www.pascuk.co.uk/copy-of-become-a-member-1

MEMBER RENEWALS
Huge favour to ask of regulars, when you get your renewal through please pay it. The logistics of
chasing waste hugely valuable time that could be spent doing far more useful things for all. If you don’t
want to renew, all you have to do is say so.

PASC UK CLOSING AT WEEKENDS
PASC UK is now closed at the weekends for phone and email. We have a self-catering business as well
to run and manage through all the same issues that you all have. Many thanks.

ABOUT PASC UK
PASC UK was formed three years ago. It had three principle objectives at that time. The over-riding
purpose of PASC UK is to help make your business more profitable.
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1/ Reduce Business Rates for self-catering
2/ Lobby for a ‘level playing field’, where all accommodation providers had to operate under
the same rules, (think the 350,000 AirBnB properties). So that all have the same proportionate
costs and regulations to operate under.
3/ Recover the right to Inheritance Tax Relief for legitimate business operating under FHL
(Furnished Holiday Lettings rules).
And more…. See www.pascuk.co.uk
In January 2019, PASC UK succeeded in negotiating a reduction in Business Rates of up to 35% for most
self-caters in England and Wales. Despite a tortuous year with getting the Valuation Office to apply the
new system, in January 2020 they switched the system to manual for Self-Caterers, (SCAT-131) and we
now hear daily of Members getting great reductions and refunds. Guides on how to Check your
Business Rates are available to Members.
After years of lobbying, giving evidence to all Party Parliamentary Groups and working with all the
other major accommodation associations in the UK, we had finally got HMG to agree to a roundtable
on how to regulate the short-term accommodation sector. Our approach has been one of keeping the
sector ‘safe and legal’. This meeting has been delayed by the COVID-19 outbreak but will be high on the
agenda post the virus restrictions being lifted.
We were also making good progress in our representations to HMG about the reinstatement of
Inheritance Tax Relief to FHL businesses provided they complied with a basic business criteria. This is
also on hold whilst we all deal with the COVID-19 challenge but will be picked up as soon as
practicable.
And much more….
Wishing each and every one of you all the best during these trying times, and please Stay Safe.
Best regards
Alistair Handyside MBE
Executive Chair
The Professional Association of Self-Caterers UK
www.pascuk.co.uk
chair@pascuk.co.uk
07771 678028

DISCLAIMER
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We are in completely unchartered territory here, and any suggestions that we make are merely that
and you should carefully consider your own business policies, and if necessary, consult with your
Professional Advisors. PASC is your lobbying Association, not a legal service. In addition, please be very
wary of some of the advice given on internet communities, blogs and social media. There appear to be
thousands of experts out there where my understanding is that there are very few.
To that end, any information you get from any source you must double check. I will always try and put
the actual link to the information in the newsletters so that you can read and assess yourselves. These
are unprecedented times, please take exceptional care.
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